Abstract. We introduce and study the notion of representation up to homotopy of a Lie algebroid, paying special attention to examples. We use representations up to homotopy to define the adjoint representation of a Lie algebroid and show that the resulting cohomology controls the deformations of the structure. The Weil algebra of a Lie algebroid is defined and shown to coincide with Kalkman's BRST model for equivariant cohomology in the case of group actions. The relation of this algebra with the integration of Poisson and Dirac structures is explained in [3] .
Introduction
Lie algebroids are infinite dimensional Lie algebras which can be thought of as generalized tangent bundles associated to various geometric situations. Apart from Lie algebras and tangent bundles, examples of Lie algebroids come from foliation theory, equivariant geometry, Poisson geometry, riemannian foliations, quantization, etc. Lie algebroids are the infinitesimal counterparts of Lie groupoids exactly in the same way in which Lie algebras are related to Lie groups. Generalizing representations of Lie algebras as well as vector bundles endowed with a flat connection, a representation of a Lie algebroid on a vector bundle is an action by derivations on the space of sections.
The aim of this paper is to introduce and study a more general notion of representation: ''representations up to homotopy''. Our approach is based on Quillen's superconnections [29] and fits into the general theory of structures up to homotopy. The idea is to represent Lie algebroids in cochain complexes of vector bundles, rather than in vector bundles. In a representation up to homotopy the complex is given an action of the Lie algebroid and homotopy operators o k for k f 2. The action is required to be flat only up to homotopy, that is, the curvature of the action may be non-zero, but it is homotopic to zero via the homotopy o 2 ; in turn, o 2 is required to satisfy the appropriate coherence condition (Bianchi identity) only up to a homotopy given by o 3 , and there are higher order coherence conditions. Quillen's formalism is used to book-keep the equations involved.
The advantage of considering these representations is that they are flexible and general enough to contain interesting examples which are the correct generalization of the corresponding notions for Lie algebras. In the setting of representations up to homotopy one can give a good definition of the adjoint representation of a Lie algebroid. We will show that, as in the case of Lie algebras, the cohomology associated to the adjoint representation of a Lie algebroid controls the deformations of the structure (it coincides with the deformation cohomology of [14] ). There are other seemingly ad-hoc equations that arise from various geometric problems and can now be recognized as cocycle equations for the cohomology associated to a representation up to homotopy. This is explained in Proposition 4.6 for the k-di¤erentials of [20] .
Our original motivation for considering representations up to homotopy is the study of the cohomology of classifying spaces of Lie groupoids. We will introduce the Weil algebra W ðAÞ associated to a Lie algebroid A. When the Lie algebroid comes from a Lie groupoid G, the Weil algebra serves as a model for the De-Rham algebra of the total space of the universal principal G-bundle EG ! BG. As we shall explain, this generalizes not only the usual Weil algebra of a Lie algebra but also Kalkman's BRST algebra for equivariant cohomology. Further applications of the Weil algebra are given in [3] , while applications of the notion of representations up to homotopy to the cohomology of classifying spaces-Bott's spectral sequence-are explained in [2] .
A few words about the relationship of this paper with other work that we found in the literature. Representations up to homotopy can also be described in the language of di¤er-ential graded modules over di¤erential graded algebras [19] . We emphasize however that we insist on working with DG-modules which are sections of vector bundles. Our Weil algebra is isomorphic to the one given in Mehta's thesis [28] , where, using the language of supermanifolds, it appears as
Similar descriptions were communicated to us by D. Roytenberg and P. Severa (unpublished). Some of the equations that appear in the definition of the adjoint representation were considered by Blaom in [4] . Representations up to homotopy provide examples of the Q-bundles studied by Kotov and Strobl in [25] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins by collecting the definitions of Lie algebroids, representations and the associated cohomology theories. Then, the connections and curvatures underlying the adjoint representation are described.
In Section 3, we give the definition of representations up to homotopy, introduce several examples and explain the relationship with extensions (Proposition 3.9). We define the adjoint representation and point out that the associated cohomology is isomorphic to the deformation cohomology of [14] , Theorem 3.11. We also explain the relation between the adjoint representation and the first jet algebroid (Proposition 3.12). In the case of the tangent bundle we describe the associated parallel transport (Proposition 3.13).
In Section 4, we discuss the main operations on the category of representations up to homotopy and then we have a closer look at the resulting derived category. In particular, we prove that our notion has the usual properties that one expects for ''structures up to homotopy'' (Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 4.13). Various examples are presented.
In Section 5, we introduce the Weil algebra of a Lie algebroid, generalizing the standard Weil algebra of a Lie algebra. We show that, when applying this construction to the Lie algebroid associated to a Lie group action on a manifold, one obtains Kalkman's BRST algebra for equivariant cohomology (Proposition 5.5).
In order to fix our conventions, we recall some basic properties of graded algebra and complexes of vector bundles in the appendix. ous version of this manuscript and suggesting many improvements. We would also like to thank Dmitry Roytenberg for several discussions we had and James Stashe¤ for valuable comments.
2. Preliminaries 2.1. Representations and cohomology. Here we review some standard facts about Lie algebroids, representations and cohomology. We also make a few general comments regarding the notion of adjoint representation for Lie algebroids. Throughout this paper, A denotes a Lie algebroid over a fixed base manifold M. As a general reference for algebroids, we use [26] . Definition 2.1. A Lie algebroid over M is a vector bundle p : A ! M together with a bundle map r : A ! TM, called the anchor map, and a Lie bracket on the space GðAÞ of sections of A satisfying the Leibniz identity:
for every a; b A GðAÞ and f A C y ðMÞ.
Given an algebroid A, there is an associated De-Rham complex WðAÞ ¼ GðLA Ã Þ, with the De-Rham operator given by the Koszul formula
where Definition 2.2. Let A be a Lie algebroid over M. An A-connection on a vector bundle E over M is an R-bilinear map ' : GðAÞ Â GðEÞ ! GðEÞ, ða; SÞ 7 ! ' a ðSÞ such that: Example 2.5. In the extreme case where A is TM, representations are flat vector bundles over M, while the associated cohomology is the usual cohomology of M with local coe‰cient given by the flat sections of the vector bundle. At the other extreme, when A ¼ g is a Lie algebra, one recovers the standard notion of representation of Lie algebras, and Lie algebra cohomology. For a foliation F on M, viewed as an involutive sub-bundle of TM, the Lie algebroid cohomology becomes the well-known foliated cohomology (see e.g. [23] , [1] ). Central to foliation theory is the Bott connection [5] on the normal bundle n ¼ TM=F,
which is the linearized version of the notion of holonomy. In our language, n is a representation of F.
More generally, for any regular Lie algebroid A (regular in the sense that r : A ! TM has constant rank), A has two canonical representations. They are the kernel of r, denoted gðAÞ, with the A-connection where X ¼ X mod rðAÞ.
Deformation cohomology.
The deformation cohomology of A arises in the study of the deformations of the Lie algebroid structure [14] . This cohomology cannot, in general, be realized as the cohomology associated to a representation. The deformation complex À C def ðAÞ; d Á is defined as follows. In degree k, it consists of pairs ðc; s c Þ where c is an antisymmetric, R-multilinear map c : GðAÞ Â Á Á Á Â GðAÞ ! GðAÞ;
and s c is an antisymmetric, C y ðMÞ-multilinear map s c : GðAÞ Â Á Á Á Â GðAÞ ! GðTMÞ;
-times which is the symbol of c in the sense that: In the case of a foliation F, H def ðFÞ is isomorphic to H À1 ðF; nÞ, the cohomology with coe‰cients in the Bott representation ( [14] , Proposition 4). This was already explained in the work of Heitsch [18] on deformations of foliations where he shows that such deformations are controlled by H 1 ðF; nÞ. Due to the analogy with Lie algebras, it seems natural to declare n½À1-the graded vector bundle which is n concentrated in degree one-as the adjoint representation of F.
Remark 2.8. The notion of adjoint representation will be properly defined in Subsection 3.2. For now, we would like to explain why it has to be defined in the setting of representations up to homotopy. With the examples of Lie algebras and foliations in mind, it is tempting to consider the natural representations of A (the gðAÞ and nðAÞ of Example 2.5) and to define the adjoint representation of A as ad ¼ gðAÞ l nðAÞ½À1; ð1Þ a (graded) representation with gðAÞ in degree zero and nðAÞ in degree one. Even under the assumption that A is regular (so that the bundles involved are smooth), the behavior of the deformation cohomology shows that one should be more careful. Indeed, based on the examples of Lie algebras, one expects the cohomology associated to the adjoint representation to coincide with the deformation cohomology. While there is a long exact sequence ( [14] , Theorem 3)
it is not di‰cult to find examples for which the connecting map d is non-zero. As we shall see, definition (1) can be made correct provided we endow the right-hand side with the structure of a representation up to homotopy.
The situation is worse in the non-regular case, when the graded direct sum gðAÞ l nðAÞ½1 is non-longer smooth. One can overcome this by interpreting the direct sum as the cohomology of a cochain complex of vector bundles, concentrated in two degrees:
We will call this the adjoint complex of A. The idea of using this complex in order to make sense of the adjoint representation appeared already in [15] , and is also present in [12] . However, the presence of the extra-structure of a representation up to homotopy had been overlooked.
2.3.
Basic connections and the basic curvature. Keeping in mind our discussion on what the adjoint representation should be, we want to extend the canonical flat A-connections ' adj (from gðAÞ and nðAÞ) to A and TM or, even better, to the adjoint complex (3). This construction already appeared in the theory of secondary characteristic classes [12] and was also used in [11] . 2. The basic A-connection induced by ' on TM:
Note that ' bas r ¼ r ' bas , i.e. ' bas is an A-connection on the adjoint complex (3). On the other hand, the existence of a connection ' such that ' bas is flat is a very restrictive condition on A. It turns out that the curvature of ' bas hides behind a more interesting tensor-and that is what we will call the basic curvature of '. This tensor appears when one looks at the curvatures of the A-connections ' bas . One may think of R bas ' as the expression ' X ð½a; bÞ À ½' X ðaÞ; b À ½a; ' X ðbÞ which measures the derivation property of ' with respect to ½Á ; Á, corrected so that it becomes C y ðMÞ-linear on all arguments. Proposition 2.11. For any connection ' on A, one has: 
On the other hand, if we evaluate at a vector field X the computation becomes:
The proof of the second part is a similar computation that we will omit. r
The following results indicate the geometric meaning of the basic curvature R Proof. If A is associated to a Lie algebra action, one chooses ' to be the obvious flat connection. Assume now that there is a connection ' as above. Since M is simply connected, the bundle is trivial. Choose a frame of flat sections a 1 ; . . . ; a r of A, and write
we deduce that the c k ij 's are constant. The Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket on GðAÞ implies that c k ij 's are the structure constants of a Lie algebra, call it g. The anchor map defines an action of g on M, and the trivialization of A induces the desired isomorphism. r
In particular consider A ¼ TM for some compact simply connected manifold M and a flat connection ' on A. The condition that the basic curvature vanishes means precisely that the conjugated connection ' defined by
is also flat. This implies that M is a Lie group.
The next result refers to the relation between bundles of Lie algebras (viewed as Lie algebroids with zero anchor map) and Lie algebra bundles, for which the fiber Lie algebra is fixed in the local trivializations. Proposition 2.13. Let A be a bundle of Lie algebras over M. Then A is a Lie algebra bundle if and only if it admits a connection ' whose basic curvature vanishes.
Proof. If the bundle of Lie algebras is locally trivial then locally one can choose connections with zero A-curvature. Then one can use partitions of unity to construct a global connection with the same property. For the converse, assume there exists a ' with R A ' ¼ 0, and we need to prove that the Lie algebra structure on the fiber is locally trivial. We may assume that A ¼ R n Â R r as a vector bundle. The vanishing of the basic curvature means that ' acts as derivations of the Lie algebra fibers:
Since derivations are infinitesimal automorphisms, we deduce that the parallel transports induced by ' are Lie algebra isomorphisms, providing the necessary Lie algebra bundle trivialization. r 3. Representations up to homotopy 3.1. Representations up to homotopy and first examples. In this section, we introduce the notion of representation up to homotopy and the adjoint representation of Lie algebroids. As before, A is a Lie algebroid over M. We start with the shortest, but less intuitive description of representations up to homotopy. Intuitively, a representation up to homotopy of A is a complex endowed with an A-connection which is ''flat up to homotopy''. We will make this precise in what follows.
Proposition 3.2.
There is a 1-1 correspondence between representations up to homotopy ðE; DÞ of A and graded vector bundles E over M endowed with:
3. An EndðEÞ-valued 2-form o 2 of total degree 1, i.e.
where R ' is the curvature of '.
The correspondence is characterized by
We also write
Proof. Due to the derivation rule and the fact that WðA; EÞ is generated as an WðAÞ-module by GðEÞ, the operator D will be uniquely determined by what it does on GðEÞ. It will send each GðE k Þ into the sum
hence it will also send each W p ðA; E k Þ into the sum
and we denote by By the same arguments as above, one gets the following description of morphisms in Rep y ðAÞ. A morphism is necessarily of type
where F i is a HomðE; F Þ-valued i-form on A of total degree zero:
Note that, in particular, F 0 must be a map of complexes.
Example 3.4 (Usual representations)
. Of course, any representation E of A can be seen as a representation up to homotopy concentrated in degree zero. More generally, for any integer k, one can form the representation up to homotopy E½Àk, which is E concentrated in degree k. 
In conclusion, there is a well-defined map H ðAÞ ! Rep y ðAÞ.
Example 3.6 (Conjugation). For any representation up to homotopy E with structure operator D given by (4), one can form a new representation up to homotopy E, which has the same underlying graded vector bundle as E, but with the structure operator
In general, E and E are isomorphic, with isomorphism F ¼ F 0 equal to ðÀ1Þ n Id on E n .
Remark 3.7. Let us now be more explicit on the building blocks of representations up to homotopy which are concentrated in two consecutive degrees, say 0 and 1. From Proposition 3.2, we see that such a representation consists of:
1. Two vector bundles E and F , and a vector bundle map f : E ! F .
2.
A-connections on E and F , both denoted ', compatible with q (' a q ¼ q' a ).
A 2-form
and such that d ' ðKÞ ¼ 0.
Example 3.8 (The double of a vector bundle). Let E be a vector bundle over M. For any A-connection ' on E with curvature R ' A W 2 À A; EndðEÞ Á , the complex E ! Id E concentrated in degrees 0 and 1, together with the structure operator
defines a representation up to homotopy of A denoted D E; ' . The resulting element
does not depend on the choice of the connection. To see this, remark that if ' 0 is another A-connection, then there is an isomorphism
with two components:
We will now explain how representations up to homotopy of length 1 are related to extensions. Proposition 3.9. For any representation up to homotopy of length one with vector bundles E in degree 0 and F in degree 1 and structure operator D ¼ q þ ' þ K, there is an extension of Lie algebroids:
where:
1. g q ¼ HomðF ; EÞ, is a bundle of Lie algebras with bracket ½S; T q ¼ SqT À TqS. Proof. After a careful computation, we find that the Jacobi identity for the bracket ofÃ A breaks into the following equations (cf. [26] , Theorem 7.3.7):
' a ð½S; TÞ ¼ ½' a ðSÞ; T þ ½S; ' a ðTÞ; ð5Þ
Kð½a; b; gÞ þ Kð½b; g; aÞ þ Kð½g; a; bÞ ð7Þ
for a; b; g A GðAÞ and S; T A Gðg q Þ. These equations are not equivalent to, but they follow from the equations satisfied by q, ' and K. The first equation follows from the compatibility of q and ', the second equation follows from the two equations satisfied by the curvature, while the last equation is precisely d ' ðKÞ ¼ 0. r Example 3.10. When A ¼ TM and E is a vector bundle, the extension associated to the double of E (Example 3.8) is isomorphic to the ''Atiyah extension'' induced by E:
This extension is discussed e.g. in [24] , Section 1 (where glðEÞ is denoted by DðEÞ). Recall that glðEÞ is the vector bundle over M whose sections are the derivations of E, i.e. pairs ðD; X Þ consisting of a linear map D : GðEÞ ! GðEÞ and a vector field X on M, such that Dð fsÞ ¼ fDðsÞ þ L X ð f Þs for all f A C y ðMÞ, s A GðEÞ. The Lie bracket of glðEÞ is the commutator
while the anchor sends ðD; X Þ to X . A connection on E is the same thing as a splitting of the Atiyah extension, and it induces an identification glðEÞ G EndðEÞ l TM:
Computing the bracket (or consulting [24] ) we find that, after this identification, the Atiyah extension becomes the extension associated to the double D E .
The adjoint representation.
It is now clear that the properties of the basic connections and the basic curvature given in Proposition 2.11 give the adjoint complex the structure of a representation up to homotopy. Choosing a connection on the vector bundle A, the adjoint complex
together with the structure operator
becomes a representation up to homotopy of A, denoted ad ' . The isomorphism class of this representation is called the adjoint representation of A and is denoted ad A Rep y ðAÞ:
Theorem 3.11. Given two connections on A, the corresponding adjoint representations are naturally isomorphic. Also, there is an isomorphism:
Proof. Let ' and ' 0 be two connections on A. Then, F ¼ F 0 þ F 1 where This map is an isomorphism of WðAÞ-modules. We need to prove that the operators d and D ' coincide. Since these two operators are derivations with respect to the module structures, it is enough to prove that they coincide in low degrees, and this can be checked by inspection. r
We will now explain the relationship between the adjoint representation and the first jet algebroid. We denote by J 1 ðAÞ the first jet bundle of A and by p : J 1 ðAÞ ! A the canonical projection. For a section a of A we denote by j 1 ðaÞ A GðJ 1 AÞ its first jet. It is well known (for a proof, see e.g. [12] ) that J 1 ðAÞ admits a unique Lie algebroid structure such that for any section a of A, rð j 1 aÞ ¼ rðaÞ; ð8Þ and for sections a; b A GðAÞ:
The jet Lie algebroid fits into a short exact sequence of Lie algebroids
where the inclusion i is determined by the condition HomðTM; AÞ C df n a 7 ! fj 1 ðaÞ À j 1 ð f aÞ;
for all f A C y ðMÞ, a A GðAÞ. On the other hand, Proposition 3.9 associates to the adjoint representation an extension of Lie algebroids. Proof. Note that, taking global sections in (10), we obtain a split short exact sequence with splitting j 1 . With respect to the resulting decomposition, the Lie bracket on GðJ 1 AÞ is given by (9), the Lie bracket on HomðTM; AÞ:
and the Lie bracket ½ j 1 ðaÞ; T A HomðTM; AÞ between j 1 ðaÞ and T A HomðTM; AÞ:
The last two formulas follow from the Leibniz identity for the bracket on G À
for all a A GðAÞ. Here ':ðaÞ A HomðTM; AÞ is given by X 7 ! ' X ðaÞ. Using this and the previous formulas, a careful but straightforward computation shows that We note that there doesn't seem to be any construction which associates to a Lie algebroid extension of A a representation up to homotopy so that, applying it to J 1 ðAÞ one recovers the adjoint representation. In other words, J 1 ðAÞ with its structure of extension of A does not contain all the information about the structure of the adjoint representation. On the other hand, a flat connection ' on a vector bundle E can be integrated to a representation of the fundamental groupoid of M. This correspondence is induced by parallel transport. To be more precise, given a vector bundle E endowed with a connection ', for any path g in M from x to y, the parallel transport along g with respect to ' induces a linear isomorphism
This construction is compatible with path concatenation. When ' is flat, T g only depends on the homotopy class of g, and this defines an action of the homotopy groupoid of M on E. It is only natural to ask what is the corresponding notion of parallel transport for connections which are flat up to homotopy. Proposition 3.13. Let ðE; DÞ be a representation up to homotopy of TM. Then:
Proof. The compatibility of ' with the grading and q implies that the parallel transport T g is a map of chain complexes. We now prove (2) . Given a path u : I ! E (I ¼ ½0; 1), sitting over some base path g : I ! M, we denote by
the derivative of u with respect to the connection '. Then, for any path g, and any s, t, the parallel transport The global parallel transport along g, T g : E x ! E y is obtained for s ¼ 0, t ¼ 1. Note that, for a path in the fiber above gðsÞ, f : I ! E gðsÞ , one has
:
This implies that, for a path v : I ! E above g and u 0 A E x , the unique solution of the equation
can be written in terms of the parallel transport as
For any map u : I Â I ! E sitting above some h : I Â I ! M, we have
where R ¼ R ' is the curvature of '. Let now h be as in the statement, u 0 A E x , and consider the previous equation applied to uðe; tÞ ¼ T 
Using now that R þ qðo 2 Þ ¼ 0, we deduce that
where T h A HomðE x ; E y Þ is
Note that the expression under the integral is in the ðe; tÞ-independent vector space HomðE x ; E y Þ. r
We would like to mention here the interesting recent work of Igusa [21] where, based on Chen's iterated integrals [9] , the author constructs a general parallel transport for flat superconnections.
4. Operations, cohomology and the derived category 4.1. Operations and more examples. As explained in the appendix, the standard operations on vector spaces such as E 7 ! E Ã ; E 7 ! LðEÞ; E 7 ! SðEÞ;
ðE; F Þ 7 ! E l F ; ðE; F Þ 7 ! E n F ; ðE; F Þ 7 ! HomðE; F Þ extend to the setting of graded vector bundles, complexes of vector bundles and complexes of vector bundles endowed with a connection. We will see that these operations are also well-defined for representations up to homotopy. In particular, if we start with a representation up to homotopy of length one, D ¼ q þ ' þ K on E ! q F (E in degree 0 and F in degree 1), the dual complex will be
1). In terms of the components of
The fact that some signs appear when taking duals is to be expected since, for any connection ', the curvature of ' Ã equals the negative of the dual of the curvature of '.
Example 4.2 (Tensor products). For E; F A Rep
y ðAÞ, with associated structure operators D E and D F , the operator D corresponding to E n F is uniquely determined by the condition
for all h 1 A WðA; EÞ and h 2 A WðA; F Þ. More explicitly, if
1. q is just the graded tensor product of q E and q
2. ' is just the tensor product connection of ' E and '
Example 4.3 (Pull-back). A Lie algebroid
A over M can be pulled-back along a submersion t : N ! M or, more generally, along smooth maps t which satisfy certain transversality condition, as we now explain. Recall [27] that the pull-back algebroid t ! A has the fiber at x A N:
The transversality condition mentioned above is that this is a smooth vector bundle over N, which certainly happens if t is a submersion or the inclusion of a leaf of A. The anchor of t ! A sends ðX ; aÞ to X , while the bracket is uniquely determined by the derivation rule and ½ðX ; t Ã aÞ; ðY ; t Ã bÞ ¼ ð½X ; Y ; t Ã ½a; bÞ:
In general, there is a pull-back map (functor)
Example 4.4 (Semidirect products with representations up to homotopy). If g is a Lie algebra and V A Rep y ðgÞ, the operator making LðV Ã Þ a representation up to homotopy of g is a derivation on the algebra
i.e. defines the structure of L y -algebra (see [31] ) on the direct sum g l V . This L y -algebra deserves the name ''semi-direct product of g and V '', and is denoted g y V (it is the usual semi-direct product if V is just a usual representation).
Example 4.5 (Exterior powers of the adjoint representation and k-di¤erentials).
In the literature one often encounters equations which look like cocycle conditions, but which do not seem to have a cohomology theory behind them. Such equations arise naturally as infinitesimal manifestations of properties of global objects and it is often useful to interpret them as part of cohomology theories. We now point out one such example. We will now explain how k-di¤erentials are related to representations up to homotopy. Applying the exterior powers construction to the adjoint representation, we find new elements: 
An almost k-di¤erential ([20]) on a Lie algebroid
where iðdf Þ : S iþ1 ðTMÞ ! S i ðTMÞ is the contraction by df . We think of c 1 ; c 2 ; . . . as the tail of c 0 , which measures the failure of c 0 to be C y ðMÞ-linear. For instance, to define the di¤erential dc, we first define its leading term by the Koszul formula
and then the tail can be computed by applying the principle we have mentioned above. The case k ¼ 1 corresponds to the deformation complex of A. Ã . Using a connection ' on A, it is given by the representation up to homotopy
As in the case of the adjoint representation, the resulting cohomology can be computed by a complex which does not require the choice of a connection. This complex, denoted C ðA; ad Ã Þ, is defined as follows. An element in C p ðA; ad Ã Þ is a pair c ¼ ðc 0 ; c 1 Þ where c 0 is a multilinear antisymmetric map: More generally, for any q, the representation up to homotopy S q ðad Ã Þ and its cohomology can be treated similarly. This will be made more explicit in our discussion on the Weil algebra.
4.2. Cohomology, the derived category, and some more examples. As we already mentioned several times, one of the reasons we work with complexes is that we want to avoid non-smooth vector bundles. The basic idea was that a complex represents its cohomology bundle (typically a graded non-smooth vector bundle). To complete this idea, we need to allow ourselves more freedom when comparing two complexes so that, morally, if they have the same cohomology bundles, then they become equivalent. This will happen in the derived category. For a more general discussion on the derived category of a DG algebra we refer the reader to [30] . Definition 4.9. A morphism F between two representations up to homotopy E and F is called a quasi-isomorphism if the first component of F, the map of complexes F 0 : ðE; qÞ ! ðF ; qÞ, is a quasi-isomorphism. We denote by DerðAÞ the category obtained from Rep y ðAÞ by formally inverting the quasi-isomorphisms, and by DerðAÞ the set of isomorphism classes of objects of DerðAÞ.
Remark 4.10 (Hom in the derived category). Since we work with vector bundles, there is the following simple realization of the derived category. Given two representations up to homotopy E and F of A, there is a notion of homotopy between maps from E to F . To describe it, we remark that morphisms in Rep y ðAÞ from E to F correspond to 0-cycles in the complex with coe‰cients in the induced representation up to homotopy HomðE; F Þ:
Two maps F; C : E ! F in Rep y ðAÞ are called homotopic if there exists a degree À1 map H : WðA; EÞ ! WðA; F Þ which is WðAÞ-linear and satisfies D E H þ HD F ¼ F À C, where D E and D F are the structure operators of E and F , respectively. We denote by ½E; F the set of homotopy classes of such maps. Hence,
As in the case of complexes of vector bundles (see part (2) of Lemma A.4), and by the same type of arguments, we see that a map F : E ! F is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if it is a homotopy equivalence. From this, we deduce the following realization of DerðAÞ: its objects are the representations up to homotopy of A, while Hom DerðAÞ ðE; F Þ ¼ ½E; F :
Note that, in this language, for any F A Rep y ðAÞ,
Also, the mapping cone construction gives a function
Map : ½E; F ! Rep y ðAÞ which, when applied to E ¼ R½n, gives the construction from Example 3.5. Here, the mapping cone Mapð f Þ of a morphism f : E ! F between representations up to homotopy, is the representation up to homotopy whose associated DGA W À A; Mapð f Þ Á is the mapping cone (in the DG sense [19] ) of the map f , viewed as a DG map from WðA; EÞ to WðA; F Þ. Example 4.11. If A ¼ F H TM is a foliation on M, then the projection from the complex F ,! TM underlying the adjoint representation into n½À1 (the normal bundle n ¼ TM=F concentrated in degree 1) is clearly a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. It is easy to see that this projection is actually a morphism of representations up to homotopy, when n is endowed with the Bott connection (see Example 2.5). Hence, as expected,
Similarly, for a transitive Lie algebroid A, i.e. one for which the anchor is surjective, ad A G gðAÞ ðin DerðAÞÞ:
Next, we will show that the cohomology H ðA; ÀÞ, viewed as a functor from the category of representations up to homotopy, descends to the derived category. Proof. If E is a representation up to homotopy of A, one can form a decreasing filtration on WðA; EÞ induced by the form-degree
This filtration induces a spectral sequence E with
where the di¤erential d
is induced by the di¤erential q of E. Given a morphism F : E ! F , one has an induced map of spectral sequences which, at the first level, is induced by F 0 . Hence, the assumption that F is a quasi-isomorphism implies that the map induced at the level of spectral sequences is an isomorphism at the second level. We deduce that F induces an isomorphism in cohomology. r
We will now look at the case where E is a regular representation up to homotopy of A in the sense that the underlying complex ðE; qÞ is regular. In this case, the cohomology H ðEÞ is a graded vector bundle over M (see Appendix A.2). The following theorem is an application of homological perturbation theory (see e.g. [10] , [17] ). Also, there is a spectral sequence
Proof. The fact that ' is flat follows from the fact that the curvature of ' is exact. The spectral sequence is the one appearing in the previous proof. Next, we have to construct the structure of representation up to homotopy on H ðEÞ. We will use the notations from the proof of Lemma A.4 (part 3). The linear Hodge decomposition
provides quasi-isomorphisms p : E ! HðEÞ and i : HðEÞ ! E. The restriction of the Laplacian to imðqÞ l imðq Ã Þ, denoted U, is an isomorphism. Then
satisfies the following equations:
We denote by the same letters the maps induced at the level of forms, for instance q goes from WðA; EÞ to WðA; EÞ. We recall that here we use the standard sign conventions. Note that these maps still satisfy the previous equations. We consider
where D is the structure operator of A. With these,
WðA; HÞ ! WðA; HÞ is a degree one operator which squares to zero, and
is a cochain map. The assertions about D H and F follow by direct computation, or by applying the homological perturbation lemma (see e.g. [10] ), which also explains our conventions. We now observe that the equations h 2 ¼ 0 and ph ¼ 0 imply that F is WðAÞ-linear and that D H is a derivation. r Example 4.14. Applying this result to the first quasi-isomorphism discussed in Example 4.11, we find that the deformation cohomology of a foliation F is isomorphic to the shifted cohomology of F with coe‰cients in n-and this is [14] , Proposition 4. It is now straightforward to check that
a representation up to homotopy of g, with associated cohomology complex isomorphic to C ðg gÞ.
Note that Theorem 4.13 implies that the cohomology of l is naturally a representation of g, and there is a spectral sequence with
This is precisely the content of the Serre spectral sequence (see e.g. [32] ).
The same argument applies to any extension of Lie algebroids, giving us the spectral sequence of [26] , Theorem 7.4.6.
In the case of representations of length 1, we obtain the following: Assume that A is a regular Lie algebroid. We apply Theorem 4.13 to the adjoint representation. The resulting representations in the cohomology are gðAÞ in degree zero and nðAÞ in degree one (see Example 2.5). Hence, ad ' is quasi-isomorphic to a representation up to homotopy on gðAÞ l nðAÞ½À1 where each term is a representation and the di¤erential vanishes, but the o 2 -term (which depends on the connection) does not vanish in general. On the other hand, the previous corollary gives us the long exact sequence (2) ( [14] , Theorem 3) and we see that the boundary operator d is induced by o 2 .
The Weil algebra and the BRST model for equivariant cohomology
In this section, we will make use of representations up to homotopy to introduce the Weil algebra associated to a Lie algebroid A, generalizing the Weil algebra of a Lie algebra and Kalkman's BRST algebra for equivariant cohomology. Here we give an explicit description of the Weil algebra which makes use of a connection. An intrinsic description (without the choice of a connection) is given in [3] ; the price to pay is that the Weil algebra has to be defined as a certain algebra of di¤erential operators instead of sections of a vector bundle.
Let A be a Lie algebroid over the manifold M and let ' be a connection on the vector bundle A. Define the algebra
It is graded by the total degree u þ 2v þ w, and has an underlying bi-grading p ¼ v þ w, q ¼ u þ v, so that W p; q ðA; 'Þ is the sum over all u, v and w satisfying these equations. The connection ' will be used to define a di¤erential on W ðA; 'Þ. This will be the sum of two di¤erentials
where, to define d First of all recall that, according to our conventions, the symmetric powers of the dual of the graded vector bundle D ¼ A l A (concentrated in degrees 0 and 1) is
hence,
We now use the representation up to homotopy structure induced by ' on the double D of A (see Example 3.8), which we dualize and extend to SD Ã . The resulting structure operator will be our vertical di¤erential
Similarly, for the coadjoint complex ad Ã one has Proof. To prove that the two di¤erentials commute, one first observes that it is enough to check the commutation relation on functions and on sections of T Ã M, L 1 A Ã and S 1 A Ã , which generate the entire algebra. This follows by direct computation (one can also use the local formulas below, but the computations are much more involved). The independence of ' can be deduced from the fact that, up to isomorphisms, the adjoint representation and the double of a vector bundle do not depend on the choice of a connection. Alternatively, it follows from the intrinsic description of the Weil algebra [3] and an argument similar to the one in the proof of Proposition 4.6 (see Proposition 3.9 in loc.cit). We need to prove that the cohomology equals that of M. Note that for p > 0 the column
Þ is acyclic, since it corresponds to an acyclic representation up to homotopy of TM. Next, we note that the first column ðW 0; ; d ver ' Þ is the De-Rham complex of M and the usual spectral sequence argument provides the desired result. r Remark 5.2 (Local coordinates). Since the operators are local, it is possible to look at their expressions in coordinates. Let us assume that we are over a chart ðx a Þ of M on which we have a trivialization ðe i Þ of A. Over this chart, the Weil algebra will be the bi-graded commutative algebra over the space of smooth functions, generated by elements q a of bidegree ð0; 1Þ (1-forms), elements y i of bi-degree ð1; 0Þ (the dual basis of ðe i Þ, viewed in L 1 A Ã ), and elements m i of bi-degree ð1; 1Þ (the dual basis of ðe i Þ, viewed in S 1 A Ã ). A careful but straightforward computation shows that, on these elements:
Here we use Einstein's summation convention. The functions r Note that for a smooth function f ,
Also, in case that the connection ' is flat, all the G and r-terms above vanish, while the R-terms are given by the partial derivatives of the structure functions c i jk .
Example 5.3 (The standard Weil algebra). In the case of Lie algebras g, one can immediately see that we recover the Weil algebra W ðgÞ. In particular, the local coordinates description becomes
which is the usual Weil algebra [8] . In this case, d ver is usually called the Koszul di¤erential,
hor is called the Cartan di¤erential, denoted d C , and the total di¤erential is denoted by d W .
Example 5.4 (The BRST algebra). Recall Kalkman's BRST algebra [22] associated to a g-manifold M. It is W ðg; MÞ :¼ W ðgÞ n WðMÞ with di¤erential:
Proposition 5.5. Let A ¼ g y M be the action algebroid associated to a g-manifold M. Then
where ' flat is the canonical flat connection on A.
Proof. Follows immediately from the local coordinates description of the di¤eren-tials of the Weil algebra. r A. Appendix A.1. The graded setting. Here we collect some general conventions and constructions of graded algebras. As a general rule, we will be constantly using the standard sign convention: whenever two graded objects x and y, say of degrees p and q, are interchanged, one introduces the sign ðÀ1Þ pq . For instance, the standard commutator xy À yx is replaced by the graded commutator ½x; y ¼ xy À ðÀ1Þ pq yx:
Throughout the appendix, M is a fixed manifold and all vector bundles are over M.
1. Graded vector bundles. By a graded vector bundle over M we mean a vector bundle E together with a direct sum decomposition indexed by integers:
An element v A E n is called a homogeneous element of degree n and we write jvj ¼ n. Most of the constructions on graded vector bundles follow by applying point-wise the standard constructions with graded vector spaces. Here are some of them.
1. Given two graded vector bundles E and F , their direct sum and their tensor product have natural gradings. On E n F we always use the total grading: degðe n f Þ ¼ degðeÞ þ degð f Þ:
2. Given two graded vector bundles E and F one can also form the new graded space HomðE; F Þ. Its degree k part, denoted Hom k ðE; F Þ, consists of vector bundle maps T : E ! F which increase the degree by k. When E ¼ F , we use the notation EndðEÞ.
3. For any graded vector bundle, the associated tensor algebra bundle TðEÞ is graded by the total degree degðv 1 n Á Á Á n v n Þ ¼ degðv 1 Þ þ Á Á Á þ degðv n Þ:
The associated symmetric algebra bundle SðEÞ is defined (fiber-wise) as the quotient of TðEÞ by forcing ½v; w ¼ 0 for all v; w A E, while for the exterior algebra bundle LðEÞ one forces the relations vw ¼ ÀðÀ1Þ pq wv where p and q are the degrees of v and w, respectively.
4.
The dual E Ã of a graded vector bundle is graded by
2. Wedge products. We now discuss wedge products in the graded context. First of all, given a Lie algebroid A and a graded vector bundle E, the space of E-valued A-di¤erential forms, WðA; EÞ, is graded by the total degree:
Wedge products arise in the following general situation. Assume that E, F and G are graded vector bundles and
h : E n F ! G is a degree preserving vector bundle map. Then there is an induced wedge-product operation
WðA; EÞ Â WðA; F Þ ! WðA; GÞ; ðo; hÞ 7 ! o5 h h: where the sum is over all ðp À qÞ-shu¿es. Here is a list of the wedge products that will appear in this paper:
1. If h is the identity we get:
Á5Á : WðA; EÞ n WðA; F Þ ! WðA; E n F Þ:
In particular, we get two operations
WðAÞ n WðA; EÞ ! WðA; EÞ; WðA; EÞ n WðAÞ ! WðA; EÞ ð11Þ which make WðA; EÞ into a (graded) WðAÞ-bimodule. Note that, while the first one coincides with the wedge product applied to E viewed as a (ungraded) vector bundle, the second one involves a sign.
2. If h is the composition of endomorphisms of E we get an operation There is one more interesting operation of type 5 h , namely the one where h is the graded commutator h : EndðEÞ n EndðEÞ ! EndðEÞ; hðT; SÞ ¼ T S À ðÀ1Þ jSj jTj S T:
The resulting operation Complexes. By a complex over M we mean a cochain complex of vector bundles over M, i.e. a graded vector bundle E endowed with a degree one endomorphism q satisfying q 2 ¼ 0:
We drop q from the notation whenever there is no danger of confusion. A morphism between two complexes E and F over M is a vector bundle map f : E ! F which preserves the degree and is compatible with the di¤erentials. We denote by HomðE; F Þ the space of all such maps. We denote by ChðMÞ the resulting category of complexes over M.
Definition A.2. We say that a complex ðE; qÞ over M is regular if q has constant rank. In this case one defines the cohomology of E as the graded vector bundle over M:
H ðEÞ :¼ KerðqÞ=ImðqÞ:
Remark A.3. Note that H ðEÞ only makes sense (as a vector bundle) when E is regular. On the other hand, one can always take the point-wise cohomology: for each x A M, there is a cochain complex of vector spaces ðE x ; q x Þ and one can take its cohomology H ðE x ; q x Þ. The dimension of these spaces may vary as x varies, and it is constant if and only if E is regular, in which case they fit into a graded vector bundle over M -and that is H ðEÞ.
